
War Has been declared

by Daniel J Towsey

Yes the war has been declared. It has been declared against humanities freedoms, liberties and
health.

You have been unknowingly disarmed. You have lost the most powerful weapon. That weapon is
knowledge of the truth.

Society has been fed a diet of professional propaganda lies since before your birth.

People have been so will conditioned or mind controlled through suggestion that if anyone writes or
speaks anything about the true state of events.

You automatically block it out.

The conditioning is so effective that people do not know how to do any critical thinking of their
own. They can not think freely. They can not be free healthy thinkers.

For lies and deceptions always equals mental illness and truth always equals mental or social
health.

This new  “Violent Radicalisation and Homegrown Terrorism Prevention Act H.R. 1955 law that is
about to come into existence, also rightly known as “The Thought Crime Act... Is their Nuclear
Bomb Being Dropped on you...

Except unlike the innocent Christians  of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. You know it is coming and you
still have a chance to protect yourself from it...

But if you do not stop this law. You will never again get the chance to, and your future will be
quiet dead.

If you loose your freedom of speech then truth dies, and without truth we will all become subhu-
mans. Which is what they think we are anyway.



I’ve heard that they say we are just cattle.

We will all become disposable and have no rights at all. Where almost there now.

Study and learn what this Act is now...for it will be the most important thing you will ever do in
your life.. You have to STOP this.

For after this Act passes, articles like this one and all others on the net will be illegal.

So we are reaching a point were even laws will mean nothing. For this world is controlled by the
criminally insane. Please read my article “Recipe for insanity”“Recipe for insanity”“Recipe for insanity”“Recipe for insanity” if you want to better understand.

I have been writing articles on the net since 2000. My articles are posted on thousands of web
pages. My articles are getting harder to find as Google and all other search engines are now
blocking my pages from showing up. And many web sites are actively making it difficult for me to
post them.

This new act will make it impossible for any sites to host my articles or any other free thinkers
articles. It will be a crime to publish the truth.

Google has classified my articles as ‘literary bombs’‘literary bombs’‘literary bombs’‘literary bombs’ for my articles are so powerful for all the
truths that I am revealing. They literally are blowing peoples minds...Unfortunately time is running
out so fast for truth and free speech that I have had no choice but to do what I can to inform
the sheeple or other wise known as lemmings.

It’s time for all of us to become caring humans...

This article is quiet tame and is intended to be an introduction for you to follow the links below to
many of my other articles.

But please be advised that my articles  will be for most. The very first time in your life where
you will see the hidden truths of the history of our planet.

If this law passes this maybe your last chance to learn the truth.

What is happening in the USA is exactly the same as what was done to the Good Christians of
Germany and it is being done by the same secret society members of the fraudulent financial
system.

The struggle for Freedom and Liberty  has always been at risk. But you have been fooled into a



temporary false sense of security and prosperity.

All this has been done by the fraudulent financial system of England and the USA.

I hate that claim that they were spreading democracy. That’s impossible since the US has not
had a democracy since the creation of the secretly and privately owned Federal Reserve.

Have you noticed the finalisation date of the North American Union Government is the hundred
year anniversary of the creation of the Federal Reserve.

You see the criminally insane have no natural limits on them due to the unlimited power they have
from their free money.

This is why the structure of numbers is so important to them...

While you were living the good life. Your military and secret agents were actively and deliberately
destroying this planet.

Please read my “The Last Democracy”“The Last Democracy”“The Last Democracy”“The Last Democracy” to better understand. If you are still able to continue in
your quest for truth then please read my very controversial and revealing article called “Are you“Are you“Are you“Are you
ready for the truth?”ready for the truth?”ready for the truth?”ready for the truth?”

They have used this financial system to finance and create all the wars from both sides in the
world for the past hundred years.

They have also used their ability to produce money out of thin air to control your medias, movies,
and schools to fully condition and control you.

If you are still reading then you are more exceptional then most. I am doing my best to keep you
reading as the real truth is so far from what you have been conditioned to think. That truth wri-
ters like me are struggling so hard to help our good fellow humans to understand and wake up.

I think that many people now are waking up to the reality that there  really is a group of totally
insane people destroying this world. If you read my “Recipe for insanity”“Recipe for insanity”“Recipe for insanity”“Recipe for insanity” you will understand what
I mean.

Just a short note on 9/11, which was their way of you dropping your  liberties for a false security.
The  unjustly named  Patriot Acts are absolutely scary to read.

Those documents have made the constitution and all your rights null and void. Please read my ““““TheTheTheThe



Gray Plane That No One Saw”Gray Plane That No One Saw”Gray Plane That No One Saw”Gray Plane That No One Saw”

The military commissions “Torture” Act is even scarier. It eliminated ‘abeus corpus’ which is
everyone’s right to a fair trial.

If you do enough research you would discover that they have been undoing all cultures, democracies
and what ever forms of fair governments and financial systems that the good people of the world
have struggled for ever to create.

Some believe in “God” I believe in “Good”

But do remember that the USA’s democracy was created by good Christians.

You have been living in the ever diminishing results of all our good ancestors.

Unfortunately the knowledge of our true past has not been taught in our schools due to “The De-“The De-“The De-“The De-
liberate Dumbing Down”liberate Dumbing Down”liberate Dumbing Down”liberate Dumbing Down” of our youth. Who are now the adults of today, Which through the very ef-
fective conditioning have almost no respect for their elders, parents or our country’s  history, or
our heritage. I would surprised if they even know how to spell that word.

Soon works of literature like mine and of many others in the past will as always deliberately dis-
appear.

The internet has provided us a small and brief chance at getting a glimpse of reality. But even
that is going to come to an end very soon. Thanks to the very sophisticated filtering software
that is now being implemented all over the net.

Knowing people have been careful to make copies of the hidden knowledge when they find it....

Now remember if you are not part of the solution then you are part of the problem. Sitting on the
post never works. You’ll  always end up with a very sore rearend and you will always come to a
very dumb defying hard drop to the ground..Then you’ll be saying “DUH”

But pray that when you fall you have something to fall on and not a six foot deep hole. For while
your sitting on that post you make for a very pleasing target for the brainwashed robots that
are carrying around their very sophisticated weaponry.

We have only one choice. That is to join “The Truth Revolution”. It’s easy. Just learn the truth and
use your only weapon. That is the almighty “WORD”. Start telling everyone you can what is and



has happened to humanity. And tell them the biggest secret of all. The secret of the secret so-
cieties. And that is that by controlling the money they have been able to achieve their insanity.
The control of money should never be in the hands of the few. It should always be in the  hands of
the masses. For it is to big a responsibility for it to be any other way.

Because of this huge error in our civilisation. I am afraid that the unchecked insanity is going to
lead  us into  the insanity of Infinity.

So please read my article “Infinity” Now start loving and caring...

Lets hope this is not
 THE END

Links:
Recipe for insanity

http://docs.google.com/Doc?id=dc3nb2st_23vz42rzf7

Video on
“Violent Radicalisation and Homegrown Terrorism Prevention Act H.R. 1955
Conspiracies Club, Huge collection of resources for truth research

http://ca.groups.yahoo.com/group/conspiraciesclub/

My youtube video collection, subscribe and check out  the hundreds of videos in my collection

http://www.youtube.com/danieltowsey 

The Last Democracy

http://my.opera.com/danieltowsey/blog/2007/11/30/the-last-democracy

Are you ready for the truth?

http://www.mychurch.org/blog/105974/Are-you-ready-for-the-truth

The Gray Plane That No One Saw

http://danieltowsey.wordpress.com/2007/05/09/the-gray-plane-that-no-one-saw/

Please  watch Aron Russo’s VIDEO

America from freedom to fascism

The Money Masters VIDEO

International Bankers Gained Control of America http://www.themoneymasters.com/ The powers of financial capitalism had
a far-reaching plan, nothing less than to create a world system of financial control in private ... all » hands able to dominate
the political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole...Their secret is that they have annexed from
governments, monarchies, and republics the power to create the world's money

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-515319560256183936 

The Capitalist Conspiracy VIDEO

This is an adaptation of a documentary filmstrip tracing the history of a small group of people who control the money sys-
tems of the world. It shows how this group is protected by governments and how its wealth is derived by creating money out
of nothing. We see how this group wields power through government, foundations, education, and the mass media. It has
aided such regimes as Russia and China, not because it is pro-Communist, but because a visible enemy and the threat of war
have been useful in persuading the masses to embrace the group's ultimate goal: a world government which they expect to
control from behind the scenes. They are now working to replace fear of nuclear war with fear of global pollution as the mo-
tivation for world government. It is clear that the plan revealed in this program continues to unfold.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=449294564876413449&hl=en 



The secrets of income tax 
Pay No Income Tax
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-5009035314360427692 

America - Destroyed By Design 
FIND OUT HOW THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE US IS BEING SUBORDINATED TO GLOBAL INTERESTS: FOUN-
DATIONS AT THE PRESIDIO, UNITED NATIONS, CHINESE INTERESTS, PANAMA CANAL. SEE HOW THE
UNITED NATIONS INDOCTRINATES OUR CHILDREN. SEE INTERVIEWS WITH WITNESSES OF OKLAHOMA
BOMBING... MORE.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=752164569558662424&hl=en 

Art of Mental Warfare 
http://artofmentalwarfare.com/pog/  video

Despotism 
Heres a really important word for you to learn....
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article4971.htm 

HBO's "Hacking Democracy" 
This one will blow your mind...they prove the vote fixing
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=hacking+democracy&search=Search

Infinity
http://danieltowsey.livejournal.com/6931.html
the deliberate dumbing down of America 
Charlotte Thomson Iserbyt, former Senior Policy Advisor in the U.S. Department of Education, blew the whistle on govern-
ment activities.
http://www.deliberatedumbingdown.com/

If you watch all these videos you will no longer be a mind controlled lemming...


